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 
Abstract—Quadrature sampling has been widely applied in 
coherent radar systems to extract in-phase and quadrature (I and 
Q) components in the received radar signal. However, the 
sampling is inefficient because the received signal contains only a 
small number of significant target signals. This paper 
incorporates the compressive sampling (CS) theory into the design 
of the quadrature sampling system, and develops a quadrature 
compressive sampling (QuadCS) system to acquire the I and Q 
components with low sampling rate. The QuadCS system first 
randomly projects the received signal into a compressive 
bandpass signal and then utilizes the quadrature sampling to 
output compressive I and Q components. The compressive outputs 
are used to reconstruct the I and Q components. To understand 
the system performance, we establish the frequency domain 
representation of the QuadCS system. With the waveform- 
matched dictionary, we prove that the QuadCS system satisfies 
the restricted isometry property with overwhelming probability. 
For K  target signals in the observation interval T , simulations 
show that the QuadCS requires just   logK BT K  samples to 
stably reconstruct the signal, where B  is the signal bandwidth. 
The reconstructed signal-to-noise ratio decreases by 3dB for every 
octave increase in the target number K  and increases by 3dB for 
every octave increase in the compressive bandwidth. Theoretical 
analyses and simulations verify that the proposed QuadCS is a 
valid system to acquire the I and Q components in the received 
radar signals. 
 
Index Terms—Analog-to-digital conversion, Compressive 
sampling, Quadrature sampling, Restricted isometry property, 
Sparse signal reconstruction.  
I. INTRODUCTION 
N current radar systems, coherent detectors are often 
formulated from two parallel baseband channels, in-phase 
and quadrature (denoted as I and Q) components, of radar RF 
echo signals. Quadrature sampling is widely used for digital I 
and Q component acquisition because it overcomes the inherent 
difficulty in obtaining perfect I and Q channel balance of 
analog demodulator [1~2]. For the bandpass signal with center 
frequency cf  and bandwidth B , the quadrature sampling 
theorem [1] states that the digital I and Q components can be  
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where l is a positive integer satisfying 2Ll f B     and 
2L cf f B  . With appropriate setting of cf , the minimum 
sampling rate 2B  can be allocated. The requirement (1) has 
become a serious bottleneck in the development of wideband/ 
ultrawideband radar systems. 
The newly introduced compressive sampling (CS) [3~5], or 
compressive sensing, brings us a new concept on the low-rate 
data acquisition. The CS theory exploits the sparsity of signals 
and samples signals closer to their information rate instead of 
their bandwidth. With high probability, the CS can recover 
sparse signals from far fewer samples or measurements than the 
Nyquist samples. The fewer samples lead to a reduced 
sampling rate and, hence, to a reduced use of analog-to-digital 
converter (ADC) resources. Along with the CS theory, several 
schemes have been proposed to implement the CS or 
analog-to-information conversion (A2I) of the analog signals, 
including random sampling[6], random filtering[7], random 
demodulation (RD) [8,9], segmented compressed sampling 
[10], Xampling[11], and so on. These A2I schemes are generic 
and applicable to the signals sparse in frequency, time or 
time-frequency domains. In some applications, for example, in 
the sampling of radar signals discussed in this paper, they may 
not be able directly to obtain the discrete baseband components 
of the RF signals. In addition, we may know in advance some 
information of transmitting waveforms, for example, radio 
frequency, baseband waveform, modulation mode and so on. 
Incorporating the a priori information into analog CS design 
may reduce A2I’s implementation complexity and thus 
improve A2I’s performance. 
In this paper, we merge the A2I technique [8, 9] into the 
quadrature sampling and develop a quadrature compressive 
sampling (QuadCS) system for discrete I and Q acquisition of 
RF signals. The a priori information of radar transmitting 
signal, radar frequency and waveform, is incorporated into the 
QuadCS design. As shown in Fig.1, the QuadCS consists of a 
low-rate sampling subsystem, a quadrature demodulation 
subsystem and an I and Q component reconstruction subsystem. 
The first subsystem randomly projects the received RF or 
intermediate-frequency signal to a compressive bandpass signal 
with bandwidth csB  and samples the compressive signal with 
the low-rate ADC. Because the bandwidth csB  can be set to be 
much smaller than that of the received signal, the sampling rate 
is thus greatly reduced. The second subsystem performs the 
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same as the traditional digital quadrature demodulation to 
extract the compressive I and Q components from the output of 
the low-rate sampling subsystem. With the compressive I and Q 
measurements provided by the quadrature demodulation, the 
last subsystem reconstructs the baseband I and Q components 
by solving a 1l -norm optimization problem [12]. For radar 
signals, the waveform-matched dictionary [13] is considered, 
which consists of different time-shifted versions of the 
transmitting signal at the Nyquist sampling grids of the 
observation interval. Different from other A2I schemes, the 
QuadCS works on bandpass signals and can directly derive the 
baseband I and Q components for subsequent processing. 
Other contributions of this paper are the following. i) We 
derive the frequency-domain representation of the QuadCS 
system for its valid analysis. The frequency-domain 
representation discloses the inherent relations among radar 
signals, the QuadCS operations and the compressive measure- 
ments. ii) Based on the frequency-domain representation, we 
prove that the restricted isometry property (RIP) [3,14], i.e., the 
sufficient condition for sparse signal recovery, can be satisfied 
for proper setting of QuadCS system parameters. It is found that     2 logcsB K T BT K is sufficient for high-probability 
recovery of the K  target signals in the observation interval T , 
where B  is the signal bandwidth. iii) We conduct extensive 
simulations on performance of the QuadCS system in noise/ 
noise-free cases, with two types of radar signals, linear- 
frequency modulated (LFM) signals and phase-coded signals. 
An empirical formula    1.78 logcsB K T BT K  is formulated, 
which guarantees the reconstruction of the radar baseband 
signals with high probability. For the signals contaminated in 
Gaussian noise, the simulation results show that the 
reconstructed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) decreases by 3dB for 
every octave increase in the target number K . The 
noise-folding phenomenon [15,16] also exists in the QuadCS 
system, i.e. the reconstructed SNR increases by 3dB for every 
octave increase in the compressive bandwidth. When the 
time-delays of the real targets are not at the Nyquist-sampling 
grids, the real target signals deviate from the assumed signal 
model and the reconstruction performance degenerates. This 
problem is called as the basis mismatch in CS [17]. However, 
the simulations show that the mismatch has little effect on the 
estimation of the target positions from the point of view of the 
time-delay estimation. Our theoretical and simulated study 
shows that the QuadCS system is an effective sampling system 
for low-rate acquisition of sparse radar signals.  
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Signal model 
and sparse representation are given in Section II. The QuadCS 
system and its operation principle are explained in Section III. 
The frequency-domain representation of the QuadCS system is 
derived in Section IV. We prove in Section V that the measure- 
ment matrix resulting from the proposed QuadCS satisfies the 
restricted isometry property and, therefore, the QuadCS is an 
effective A2I system for radar signals. Section VI shows our 
simulation results and Section VII concludes the paper. 
Before proceeding, we briefly introduce some mathematical 
notation that we will use throughout the paper. To avoid 
confusion, a real signal, a complex signal and the Fourier 
transform of a signal are represented as  s t ,  s t  and  Sˆ j , 
respectively. Bold letters denote the matrices or vectors.  Re   
and  Im   take the real part and imaginary part of   .   , 
 T  and  H  represent complex conjugation, transposition, 
and conjugate transposition of   , respectively. 2  denotes 
the Euclidean norm, and 
1
  is 1l -norm. 
II. SIGNAL MODEL AND SPARSE REPRESENTATION 
A. Signal Model 
In radar systems, the received radio signals are often firstly 
down-converted to the IF signals for the subsequent processing. 
For K  non-fluctuating point targets, the received echo signal at 
the IF 0f  can be represented as 
        01 cos 2K k k k k kkr t a t t f t t t t             (2) 
where  a t  and  t  are a priori known envelope and phase of 
the radar transmitting waveform, respectively; kt , k  and k  
are the time delay, gain coefficient and phase offset of the k -th 
target, respectively. The signal (2) has a bandpass spectrum 
with center frequency 0f  and bandwidth B , where B  is the 
bandwidth of  transmitting waveform and 0 2f B . 
Denote      0 = j ts t a t e   as the complex baseband signal of 
the radar waveform and kjk ke     with 02k k kf t     . The 
complex envelope  s t  of the received signal  r t  is given by 
    01K k kks t s t t     (3) 
Then the baseband I and Q components of the received signal 
 r t  are defined as 
        1Re ( ) cos ( )K k k k kkI t s t a t t t t         (4) 
        1Im ( ) sin ( )K k k k kkQ t s t a t t t t         (5) 
 
Fig.1 The structure of the proposed QuadCS system. 
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The target information is completely included in the complex 
envelope  s t  or the I and Q components,  I t  and  Q t . The 
aim of the digital quadrature demodulation is to acquire the 
digital I and Q components from the IF signal  r t . In the 
observation interval T , we can obtain at least 2BT samples of 
 I t  and  Q t  or BT  complex samples of  s t  by the digital 
quadrature demodulation. 
B. Waveform-Matched Dictionary  
To obtain the samples of  s t  by the CS theory,  s t  should 
be sparse in some dictionary. In radar applications, the 
transmitting waveforms are known in advance. A natural one is 
the waveform-matched dictionary [13]. For the radar with the 
baseband signal  0s t  of the bandwidth B ， let 0  be its 
Nyquist sampling interval, 0 1 B  , and let N  be the Nyquist 
sampling number of the receiver signals in the observation 
interval T , i.e., 0N T BT        . Then the waveform- 
matched dictionary consists of all the time-shifted versions of 
 0s t  at the Nyquist-sampling grids  0 0, , N  , i.e.,      0 0n nt t s t n      , 1, ,n N  . In the waveform-matched 
dictionary, the time- delay axis is discretized with the 
resolution 0 . The discretization is reasonable, because the 
time resolution of the bandlimited baseband signal  0s t  is 
limited to 1 B . 
Assume that the target delays are at the integral multiples of 
0 , i.e.,  0 0, ,kt N   . Given the waveform-matched 
dictionary, the complex envelope  s t  in (3) can be represented as 
     
1
N
n nn
s t t
t
 


Ψ ν
 
 
 (6) 
where  T1 2, , , N  ν    and        1 2, , , Nt t t t     Ψ     are 
called the coefficient vector and the dictionary vector, 
respectively. For K  targets, there are N K  zero coefficients. 
When K N ,  s t  is said to be K -sparse in the 
waveform-matched dictionary. The sparsity level K  exactly 
equals  the number of the targets. 
With the sparse representation in the waveform-matched 
dictionary, this paper focuses on the design of a compressive 
sampling system, QuadCS system, to acquire the compressive I 
and Q components from the IF waveform  r t  and recover the 
Nyquist sampling I and Q components. With the compressive 
sampling scheme, the samples of  I t  and  Q t  will be much 
less than 2BT  by the digital quadrature demodulation. 
III. QUADRATURE COMPRESSIVE SAMPLING (QUADCS) 
SYSTEM 
In this section, we examine the QuadCS structure shown in 
Fig.1 and analyze its operating principle. 
A. Low-Rate Sampling Subsystem 
The low rate sampling subsystem is similar to the random 
demodulation scheme in [8, 9] and implements the low-rate 
sampling of the input bandpass analog signals. Since the signal 
in processing is a bandpass one with the known IF frequency 
rather than a lowpass signal as that in the random demodulation, 
the component operations of the low rate sampling subsystem 
are different as explained in the following. 
The received IF signal  r t  is firstly mixed by a 
random-binary signal  p t  
     , , 1 , 0,1,k p pp t t k B k B k        (7) 
where pB B  and 1k   or 1 . The  p t  is called as chipping 
sequence [9], which alternates between +1 and -1 randomly at 
or above the Nyquist rate 01   of the baseband signal. The 
mixing operation will spread the frequency content of the 
baseband signal to full spectrum of  p t . Different from that in 
random demodulation, the chipping rate is determined by the 
passband width of the received signal  r t  instead of the upper 
frequency of  r t . 
The analog bandpass filter  bph t  is centered at the 
frequency 0f  with bandwidth csB B . The output  y t  of the 
filter is a compressive bandpass signal with center frequency 
0f  and the bandwidth csB  
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bp
bp
j f t
cs
y t h t p t r t
h p t r t d
s t e 
   
 
  



  (8) 
where  css t  is the compressive complex envelope 
        02j fcs bps t h e p t s t d           (9) 
with     Recs csI t s t   and     Imcs csQ t s t   denoting the 
compressive I and Q components, respectively.  
The compressive bandpass signal  y t  is sampled with a 
low-rate ADC according to the bandpass sampling theorem [1]. 
Let the lower and upper band edge of  y t  be 0 2L csf f B   
and 0 2H csf f B  , the sampling frequency csIFf  can be chosen 
as 
    4 2 4 1csIF L csf f B l     (10) 
with l  be a positive integer satisfying 2L csl f B    . The 
minimum sampling frequency csIFf  is 2 csB , provided that 
2L csf B  is an integer, or equivalently,  0 2 1 2 csf l B   
( 1,2,l   ). The output of the low-rate sampling subsystem is a 
sequence of the discrete-time samples   , 0,1,2,y k k    with 
 
 
   
    
2
1 2
[ ]
1 is even
1 is odd
cs
IF
k cs
cs IF
k cs
cs IF
y k y k f
I k f k
Q k f k

   
  (11) 
The proposed sampling frequency csIFf  is much lower than 
that of directly sampling (1) because csB  can be set to be much 
smaller than B . However, to guarantee the successful recovery 
of the complex envelope  s t  from the low-rate samples, we 
have to properly choose the bandwidth csB  of the bandpass 
filter. As discussed in Section V, the selection will depend on 
the bandwidth B , the observation interval T  and the sparse 
level K .  
B. Quadrature Demodulation Subsystem 
The quadrature demodulation subsystem is used to extract 
digital compressive I and Q components from the low-rate 
sampling sequence  y k . Its operation is the same as in 
traditional quadrature sampling [2]. The digital lowpass filter 
lph  in Fig.1 plays in role of aligning the Q component with I 
component at the same sampling instants. The digital 
compressive I component is obtained by firstly down-sampling 
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 y k  by a factor of 2 and then multiplying the down-sampling 
sequence    1 2m cscs IFI m f  with the sequence  1 m  
     0,1,2,cs cs csI m I mT m     (12) 
where 2 cscs IFT f . The digital compressive Q component is 
obtained by firstly digital demodulation of  y k  through 
 2sin 2k , then lowpass filtering the demodulation output 
and finally down-sampling the filtering output by a factor of 2 
     0,1,2,cs cs csQ m Q mT m     (13) 
With this structure, we get the compressive samples of I and 
Q components,  csI m  and  csQ m , or equivalently the complex 
samples    cs cs css m s mT  ,      cs cs css m I m jQ m  , of the 
compressive complex envelope  css t . 
C. Reconstruction Subsystem of I and Q Components 
With the sparse representation (6), we can express the 
compressive complex envelope  css t  (9)  as  
        021N j fcs n bp nns t h e p t t d               (14) 
Then the complex samples  css m  will be 
       021N j fcs n bp cs n csns m h e p mT mT d              (15) 
In the observation interval T , we obtain csM T T     complex 
samples of  css t . Since csB B , the number of the complex 
samples is much less than BT . Define the measurement vector 
css  and the measurement matrix M  in time domain, 
respectively, as 
     T0 , , 1cs cs css s M   s     (16) 
and 
 M NmnM    M     (17) 
where      02j fmn bp cs n csM h e p mT mT d          . We can 
express (15) in the matrix form 
 cs s Mν    (18) 
The QuadCS system is completely described by the matrix 
M . With the sparse representation, the recovery of the 
complex envelope  s t  is equivalently to reconstruct the 
sparse coefficient vector ν . If M N , ν  can be found by 
directly solving (18). In the observation interval T , M N  
and then directly solving (18) is an ill-posed problem. However, 
the CS theory states that if the matrix M  satisfies the RIP [14], 
it is indeed possible to reconstruct the K -sparse ν . The matrix 
M  is said to satisfy the RIP with parameter K  if the following 
inequality holds for every K -sparse Nν   
    22 22 221 1K K    ν Mν ν     (19) 
The RIP states that the measurement matrix approximately 
preserves the norm of any K -sparse vector living in N when 
mapping it to a M -dimensional space ( M N ). Thus, the 
information of the K -sparse signal is preserved, making the 
reconstruction possible. 
For the matrix M  with the RIP, the sparse coefficient vector 
ν  can be recovered by solving the following 1l -norm 
optimization problem 
 1
min
s.t . cs
 
ν
s Mν

    (20) 
The above three subsections describe the compressive 
sampling and reconstruction of the received radar echo 
waveform in noise-free case. In practice, the received echoes 
are contaminated in noise. In this case, the measurement vector 
by the QuadCS system is given by 
 cs cs s Mν n     (21) 
where csn  denotes the compressive samples of the additive 
noise in  r t . The representation is reasonable because the 
QuadCS is a linear system. The reconstruction of the sparse 
coefficient vector ν  in noise case is to solve 
 1
2
min
s.t . cs 
  
ν
s Mν

    (22) 
where   is a small parameter determined by the noise 
distribution. 
There are a wide variety of approaches to solve (20) and (22), 
including the greedy iteration algorithms [18,19] and convex 
optimization algorithms [20,21] (see [22] for a review). In the 
simulation study, we use the basis pursuit (BP) algorithm and 
the basis pursuit denoise (BPDN) algorithm [23, 24] in the 
SGPL1 toolbox [25] to find the sparse vector ν . 
IV. FREQUENCY-DOMAIN REPRESENTATION OF THE QUADCS 
SYSTEM 
To study the performance of the QuadCS system, we derive 
in this section its frequency-domain representation, which 
establishes in matrix form the explicit relations among the 
baseband complex envelope, the system operations and the 
compressive measurements. 
To simplify the analysis, we make the following 
assumptions: 
a) The bandpass filter  bph t  is ideal and its frequency 
response is given by     0ˆ ˆ 2bp lpH j H j f      
  0ˆ 2lpH j f  , where  ˆ lpH j  is the frequency 
response of an ideal lowpass filter 
  ˆ
0
cs cs cs
lp
B B B B
H j
else
         (23) 
The gain csB B  is to keep the signal energy unchanged 
after filtering. 
b) The spectral-spreading signal  p t  is periodic with the observation interval T  as its period and its alternating rate 
pB  is set to be pB B .  
c) The bandpass sampling frequency for the compressive 
bandpass signal  y t  is set as the minimum sampling frequency, 2csIF csf B . In this case, 1cs csT B . 
d) The observation interval T  satisfies csT N B M B  , 
which ensures that the sample numbers of the observed 
signal by the Nyquist sampling and by the QuadCS are of 
integer. Furthermore, N M  is assumed to be even. 
Firstly, we consider the discrete-time Fourier transform 
(DTFT)  ˆ jcss e   of the complex sampling sequence    cs cs css m s mT  . Denote  ˆcsS j  as the Fourier transform of 
the compressive complex envelope  css t . Define 
     pn ns t p t t  and      ˆ p j tn nS j p t t e dt       as its 
Fourier transform. By the convolution theorem and (23), we 
have the Fourier transform  ˆcsS j  as 
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 (24) 
Then  ˆ jcss e   is a linear combination of 1 csT -shifted copies of  ˆcsS j  
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  (25) 
Similarly, letting  pns l  be the samples of  pns t  at the Nyquist 
sampling rate 1nyqT B , we have the DTFT  ˆ p jns e   of  pns l  as 
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n n
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  (26) 
Combining (26) with (25), we have  ˆ jcss e   in one period as        1ˆ ˆ ,Nj p j M Ncs n nns e s e          (27) 
(27) is the equivalent frequency-domain representation of (14). 
Secondly, we perform discrete measurements of  css t  in 
frequency domain by sampling (27). Let 2m m M      
( 0,1, , 1m M  ). Define the measurement vector ˆcss  and the 
measurement matrix Mˆ  in frequency domain, respectively, as 
      0 1 1 T1 2ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, , , Mj j j Mcs cs cs csM s e s e s e       s     (28) 
and 
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  (29) 
Then we have 
 ˆˆcs s Mv   (30) 
(30) gives the frequency domain measurements of the QuadCS 
system, corresponding to that in (18). 
Finally, we conduct the factorization of the measurement 
matrix Mˆ , which is helpful to derive the RIP conditions in next 
section. Note that      pn ns l p l l   and  p l  is a period- N  
sequence at the Nyquist sampling rate. Then  p l  has its 
discrete Fourier series (DFS) expansion as 
    11 20 ˆN j kl Npkp l N c k e      (31) 
where    1 20ˆ N j kl Np lc k p l e   . Then  ˆ p jns e   can also be 
represented as 
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   (32) 
where  ˆ jn e   is the DTFT of the Nyquist sampling sequence  n l . The elements ˆ mnM  of Mˆ  will be 
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 (33) 
Define the matrices   M Nmlr  R  ,  ˆ ˆ N Nlnp  P   and  ˆ ˆ N Nlny  Y  , respectively, as 
 1 2 2
0ml
M l N M m
r
else
    
  (34) 
  1 2ˆ ˆln p Np N c l n            (35) 
   2 11 2 ˆˆ j l Nln ny N e        (36) 
where the notation   Nk  denotes  modulok N . Then the 
matrix Mˆ  can be factorized as 
 ˆ ˆ ˆM RPY   (37) 
The factorization of Mˆ  clearly shows the three basic 
components of the QuadCS system: Yˆ  describes the dictionary 
in frequency-domain, Pˆ  is a circulant matrix generated by the 
spectrum of the spectral-spreading signal, and R  corresponds 
to the operations of the bandpass filter and the low-rate 
sampling. Among these components, Yˆ  and R  are 
determinestic matrices, and Pˆ  is a random matrix determined 
by the chipping sequence  0 1 1, , , N    . 
The matrix Mˆ  describes the overall actions of the QuadCS 
system, and establishes the relations between the baseband 
complex envelope and each of the QuadCS system operations. 
The matrix Mˆ  has a special place in the following analysis, 
and we refer it as the frequency-domain QuadCS (FD-QuadCS) 
matrix. In turn, the matrix M  given by (17) is called as the 
time-domain QuadCS (TD-QuadCS) matrix. 
V. RESTRICTED ISOMETRY PROPERTY OF THE QUADCS 
SYSTEM 
This section is to show that the measurement system derived 
from the proposed QuadCS satisfies RIP with an appropriate 
setting of the sampling frequency csIFf  or the filter bandwidth 
csB . The established RIP ensures that the QuadCS is a valid 
candidate for CS. The frequency-domain representation, the 
FD-QuadCS matrix Mˆ , is exploited, because it explicitly 
shows the compositions of the QuadCS system. 
We will prove RIP from the concentration of measure (CoM) 
inequalities [26~28], as done in [29~32]. The CoM inequalities 
have been derived for the random matrix with i.i.d entries [29] 
and other structured matrices [30~32]. However, these results 
can not be directly applied to the FD-QuadCS matrix M  
because of its special factorization. 
To simplify the analysis, the dictionary matrix Yˆ  in 
ˆ ˆ ˆM RPY  is assumed to be orthogonal such that Hˆ ˆ NY Y I . 
The rationality of the assumption in radar applications is 
analyzed at the end of the section. Define a circulant matrix 
operator   : N N NC     as 
  
1 2
2 1
1 1
N
N
N N
u u u
u u u
u u u 
       
C u
  
      
  
  (38) 
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where  T1 2, , , NNu u u u     . The CoM inequality for the 
FD-QuadCS matrix Mˆ  is formulated in the Lemma 1. 
Lemma 1: Let Nν   be fixed. Then for  
2
ˆ ν C Yν    and 
264M  ν , 
      22 2 4 22 22ˆ1 1 1 4 exp 16e M          νν Mν ν       (39) 
where 264 M  ν  is a constant. 
Proof: See Appendix A. 
It is seen that the energy of the compressive measurement 
ˆˆcs s Mv  concentrate around the energy of v  with a tail 
probability bound that decays exponentially in the dimension 
M . The probability bound is a function of the signal ν  and 
thus, the bound is non-uniform and varies with v . Different 
from the classic CoM inequalities [26], (39) only establishes 
the probability bound for 264 ,1M   ν , which implicitly 
requires that 264M  ν .  
With the CoM, we can conduct the RIP analysis. We will 
first apply (39) to derive the probability bound for any signal in 
a fixed K -dimensional subspace and then extend the result to 
all possible K -dimensional signals. Specifically, given 
 1,2, , N    as an index set with K  , let us denote V  
as the set of all vectors in N  that are zero out of  . For a 
fixed K -dimensional subspace V ,  Lemma 2 establishes the 
probability bound that    22 22 22ˆ1 1    ν Mν ν    holds for 
any ν V . 
Lemma 2: Given an index set   with K   and for any 
vector ν V , 
      22 2 4 22 22ˆ1 1 1 8 exp 32e K M K        ν Mν ν     (40) 
where 128K M   is a constant. 
Proof: See Appendix B. 
Upon Lemma 2, we can quantify the FD-QuadCS matrix Mˆ  
to derive the RIP condition. 
Theorem The matrix Mˆ  has restricted isometry constant K  
with probability exceeding 1  , if it satisfies 
     1 132 log 2log log 6.08KM K K eN K K        (41) 
Proof: It should be noted that there will be KNC  such 
K -dimensional subspaces in N . Then by Lemma 2, we know 
that    22 22 22ˆ1 1K K    ν Mν ν     holds for any K -sparse 
vector Nν   with the probability no less than 
 4 21 8 exp 32KN Ke K C M K  . 
Since 
    1 1
! !
KK
K
N
N N N K N eNC
K K K
         
   (42) 
Then we have 
     4 2 4 28 exp 32 8 exp 32KK KN K Ke K C M K e K eN M K     (43) 
Thus    4 28 exp 32KK Ke K eN M K   . We can derive (41) 
by some simplifications.■ 
The Theorem demonstrates that the number of compressive 
measurements is closely related to the sparsity K  and the 
signal dimension N  to guarantee the RIP of Mˆ . In general, 
  2 logM K N K  measurements are required for the 
QuadCS system to satisfy the RIP. It is well-known that for the 
K -sparse coefficient vector v ,   logK N K  measurements 
are sufficient to establish the RIP of order K [34]. Thus, the 
measurements M  provided by the Theorem are sub-optimal. 
Our result coincides with the RIP condition for the random 
Toeplitz or circulant matrix [30, 31]. The reason may be that the 
FD-QuadCS matrix Mˆ  also includes a random circulant matrix 
Pˆ  as its components. However, as we will demonstrate in 
Section VI, the theoretical result given by the Theorem is 
overestimated. In fact, the simulation results demonstrate that 
  logM K N K   is enough to guarantee the probability of 
successful reconstruction as high as 99%. 
With the Theorem, we can establish the relation among the 
compressive bandwidth, the signal bandwidth and the 
observation interval. 
Corollary 1: The QuadCS system satisfies the RIP with 
probability exceeding 1  , if the bandwidth csB  satisfies 
      1 132 log 2log log 6.08cs KB K T K e BT K K        (44) 
where K  is the restricted isometry constant. 
Proof: Inserting the relations N BT  and csM B T  into (41), 
we have (44).■ 
It is seen that the QuadCS system with the compressive 
bandwidth     2 logcsB K T BT K  is sufficient for 
high-probability recovery of the sparse baseband signals with 
the bandwidth B . Different from the traditional quadrature 
sampling, the sampling rate by the QuadCS system depends on 
the observation interval and the target number. In general, the 
rate is proportional to the target number and inversely 
proportional to the observation interval. 
We now examine the rationality of the assumption on the 
orthogonal dictionary matrix Yˆ . As given in (36), the elements 
of Yˆ  are generated by sampling DTFT of the Nyquist sampling 
sequence    n n nyql lT   . Noting that    0 0n t s t n    , we 
have 
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  (45) 
where  0ˆ js e   denotes the DTFT of the Nyquist sampling 
sequence    0 0 nyqs l s lT  . Define  0 0ˆ ˆ ,jdiag s e S    
      2 2 10 0ˆ ˆ, ,j N j N Ns e s e         and ˆ ˆ N NlnT    T   with 
  2 11 2ˆ j l N n
lnT N e
     . We can further factorize Yˆ  as 
 0ˆˆ ˆY S T   (46) 
Since Hˆ ˆ NT T I , it is required that  H0 0ˆ ˆ NS S I  to satisfy 
Hˆ ˆ
NY Y I . This is equivalent to   20ˆ 1j l Ns e        for 
0,1, , 1l N  , i.e., the complex baseband signal  0s t  having 
flat spectrum. In radar applications, the radar waveforms are 
usually designed to have the flat and wide spectrum to achieve 
the high range resolution. For example, the spectrum of the 
linear frequency modulated (LFM) signal [35] is almost flat. 
For phase-coded signal [35], the code can be optimized to make 
Yˆ  orthogonal or approximately orthogonal. Thus, the 
assumption of the orthogonality of Yˆ  is reasonable. The 
performance of the QuadCS system for the LFM signal and the 
phase-coded signal will be demonstrated in Section VI. 
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VI. SIMULATIONS 
In this section, we examine various aspects of the QuadCS 
system through several simulation experiments. First, for the 
noise-free signal, we determine the minimum bandwidth csB  
that is necessary to identify the K -sparse signal with the 
bandwidth B . Then, for the noisy signal, we demonstrate the 
SNR performance and the amplitude and/or phase 
reconstruction errors of the QuadCS system. Finally, we 
evaluate the performance of the QuadCS system in a more 
practical scenario where the time-delays of the radar echoes are 
randomly distributed in the observation interval, rather than 
located on a subset of the Nyquist sampling grids. 
A. Simulation Settings 
We consider two types of waveforms which are widely used 
in radars: 
 Linear frequency modulated (LFM) signal 
The complex baseband signal  0s t  of a LFM waveform is 
represented as 
        20 rect 2 exp 2p p ps t t T T j t T     (47) 
where pT  is the pulse width, pB T   is the chirp rate, B  is 
the bandwidth of the LFM signal, respectively, and  rect pt T
 represents a rectangular pulse 
   1 2 2rect
0
p p
p
T t T
t T
else
   
  (48) 
 Phase-coded signal 
The phase-coded signal with the bandwidth B  divides the 
pT -width pulse into a number of bits of identical duration 
1bT B , and each bit is coded with a different phase value. The 
complex baseband signal  0s t  of the phase-coded signal is 
given by 
      0
1
rect 1
bM
m b b
m
s t b t m T T

      (49) 
where b p bM T T  is the number of bits,  expm mb j  and the set of bM  phases  1 2, , , bM    is the phase code associated 
with  0s t . For different radar applications, the different phase 
codes have been designed. The Zadoff-Chu code [36, 37] is 
assumed in the simulation. 
In the simulation experiments, the signal parameters are set 
as 100B MHz , 10.24pT s  and 20.48T s . The targets are 
assumed to exist in the time interval (0, ]pT T . Then the 
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 (b)  
Fig.3 PSR versus bandwidth csB  for different sparsity levels K  
( 100B MHz , 20.48T s ).(a) LFM signals, (b) Phase-coded signals. 
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 (b)  
Fig.2 The Gram matrix of the waveform-matched dictionary. (a) LFM 
signals, (b) Phase-coded signals. 
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dictionary size is set as  pN B T T    1. For the k -th target, 
the time-delay kt  is randomly chosen from the set  1 , ,B N B , the gain coefficient k  and the phase offset k  
are uniformly distributed between  0,1  and  0,2 , 
respectively. The IF frequency 0f  is set between 400MHz  and 
500MHz , which can be tuned to achieve the minimal sampling 
rate 2csIF csf B . Without special statements, 1000 realizations 
are conducted and the averaged results are given in the 
following. 
In Fig.2, we show the Gram matrix Hˆ ˆG Y Y   of the 
dictionary matrix Yˆ  calculated from the LFM signals and the 
phase-coded signals. The maximum off-diagonal elements of 
the Gram matrix are respectively 0.0150 and 0.0154 for the two 
types of signals. The Gram matrices clearly demonstrate that 
the dictionary matrices are approximately orthogonal. 
B. Signal Reconstruction in the Noise-Free Case 
For the noise-free signal, we take the probability of 
successful reconstruction (PSR) to evaluate the QuadCS 
 
1 Although this assumption is slightly different from the signal model given 
in Section II, it will not affect the performance analysis, because N BT  for 
pT T . 
performance. A reconstruction is declared to be successful if 
the relative reconstruction error 1 6rE e   with 
 
22r
E  v v v     (50) 
where ν  is the solution of (20).  
Firstly, we simulate variations of the PSR as the bandwidth 
csB , the observation intervals T , and the sparsity level K . Fig. 
3 shows the curves of the PSR versus the bandwidth csB  under 
different sparsity levels K . Fig. 4 shows the curves of the PSR 
versus the bandwidth csB  under different observation intervals 
T . It is seen from Fig.3 that the bandwidth csB  can be set to as 
low as 5%~10% of the bandwidth B  with the PSR higher than 
0.99 for the assumed sparsity levels. However, the PSR 
degrades rapidly once the bandwidth csB  is lower than some 
threshold value. From Fig.4, we know that for a given target 
number, the larger the observation interval T , the smaller the 
required bandwidth csB  is to achieve the given PSR. This is 
because more compressive measurements can be acquired for 
the large observation interval. Fig.5 shows the curves of the 
PSR versus the sparsity levels K  under different bandwidth 
csB . For a fixed sparsity level K , the PSR of the QuadCS 
system is high for large bandwidth csB . For the two types of 
signals, the QuadCS system achieves almost the same PSR 
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 (b)  
Fig.5 PSR versus sparsity level K  for different bandwidth 
csB ( 100B MHz , 20.48T s ). (a) LFM signals, (b) Phase-coded 
signals. 
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 (b)  
Fig.4 PSR versus bandwidth csB  for different observation intervals T  
( 100B MHz , 10K  ). (a) LFM signals, (b) Phase-coded signals. 
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performance.  
Then we establish an empirical result of the minimum 
bandwidth csB  that is necessary to reconstruct the K -sparse 
signals with the bandwidth B  and the observation time T . The 
PSR is set as high as 99%. Fig 6 shows the experiment results 
on the bandwidth csB  versus the sparsity level K , where the 
signal bandwidth and the observation interval are fixed 
as 100B MHz  and 20.48T s , respectively. The 
experimental results demonstrate that the required bandwidth 
csB  grows almost linearly as the sparsity level K  increases. 
The dotted line in Fig.6 shows the result of a linear regression 
by the least-squares (LS) fitting on the experimental data 
     61.78 log 0.85 10csB K T BT K               (51) 
Fig.7(a) and Fig.7(b) show the experiment results on the 
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Fig.6 Bandwidth csB  versus sparsity level K  with PSR=0.99. 
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Fig.7 Bandwidth csB  versus observation interval T  with PSR=0.99. 
( 100B MHz , 10K  ). (a) 50B MHz , (b) 100B MHz . 
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(c) 
Fig.8 The input baseband components (a), compressive measurements (b) 
and the reconstructed signals (c) of the QuadCS system with the noisy 
LFM signal (ISNR=10dB, 1K  ). 
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bandwidth csB  versus the observation interval T  
with 50B MHz  and 100B MHz , respectively. The LS fitting 
shows that the bandwidth csB  satisfies 
      61.57 log 1.1 10 , 50csB K T BT K B MHz      (52) 
     61.67 log 1.05 10 , 100csB K T BT K B MHz      (53) 
These experiments suggest that the bandwidth csB  satisfies: 
    1.78 logcsB K T BT K   (54) 
for successful reconstruction of signals with high probability. 
Thus, the required sampling rate of the QuadCS system grows 
almost linearly as the sparsity K  increases and logarithmically 
as the time-bandwidth product BT  increases. The fitting 
results also suggest that   logM K N K  measurements are 
sufficient to guarantee the reconstruction with high PSR, where 
N BT  is number of the Nyquist sampling. It is noted that the 
result is similar to those obtained for other random 
measurement schemes with i.i.d entries [29]. It is seen that the 
required bandwidth csB  of the QuadCS system can be much 
smaller than the theoretical results. 
C. Signal Reconstruction in the Noise Case 
Now we simulate the reconstruction performance of the 
QuadCS system in the noisy case. The received IF signal is 
corrupted by a bandlimited, additive, white Gaussian noise 
 rn t  with the center frequency 0f , the bandwidth B  and the 
power spectral density 0 2N . For the noise signal, the noise 
measurement vector     T0 , , 1cs cs csn n M   n    in (21) is 
given by 
 
       
     02
cs bp cs r cs
j f
bp cs cs
n m h p mT n mT d
h e p mT n mT d 
   
   


 

  
  




  (55) 
where  n t  is the baseband complex envelope of the bandpass 
noise  rn t . The input SNR (ISNR) is defined as 
   2 00ISNR T r t dt T N B    (56) 
To quantify the noise impact on the QuadCS system, we 
define two SNR’s, the output SNR (OSNR) in the compressive 
envelope signal and the reconstructed SNR (RSNR) after the 
reconstruction, 
 2 2
2 2
OSNR Ecs cs   s n    (57) 
   22
2 2
RSNR E     Ψν Ψ ν ν
      (58) 
where ν  is the solution of (22). In the simulation experiments, 
we set the parameter   in (22) as 0NN B  .  
To save the space, we show the noise performance of the 
QuadCS system for the LFM signals. The same conclusion can 
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Fig. 9 The SNR performance of the QuadCS system with the noisy LFM 
signals ( 10csB MHz ). (a) OSNR, (b) RSNR. 
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(b)  
Fig.10 (a) RSNR versus the number of targets K  for 10csB MHz , and 
(b) RSNR versus the bandwidth csB  for 10K  . 
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also be drawn for the phase-coded signals. Fig. 8(a) and Fig.8(b) 
display the waveforms of the received baseband signal and the 
compressive envelope. Fig.8(c) displays the reconstructed 
results. In the simulation, it is assumed that the received signal 
contains only one target signal at the time-delay 5 s  with 
ISNR=10dB. It is seen that the target signal is well 
reconstructed. In fact, the reconstructed baseband signal is 
much “clearer” than the received one. This is because the 
sparsity constraint in the reconstruction removes the large 
amount of noise which is generally not sparse. In Fig.9, we 
show the OSNR and RSNR of the QuadCS system with the 
different ISNRs. Fig.9(a) indicates that the OSNR is almost the 
same as the ISNR. That is to say that the QuadCS system 
outputs the samples of the bandpass signals without the SNR 
loss even though the sampling rate is much lower than the 
Nyquist rate. However, the RSNR is enhanced as seen from 
Fig.9(b). Fig.10(a) shows the dependence of the RSNR on the 
sparsity levels K . The larger the sparsity is, the smaller the 
RSNR is. For example, when the sparsity level K  increases 
from 10 to 20, the RSNR decreases from 15dB to 12dB for 
ISNR=10dB and the RSNR decreases from 11dB to 8dB for 
ISNR=5dB. It seems that the RSNR decreases by 3dB for every 
octave increase in the sparsity level K . In Fig.10(b), we give 
the variations of the RSNR as the bandwidth csB . The RSNR 
also exhibits a 3dB loss when halving the bandwidth csB . The 
result is due to the noise-folding phenomenon [15,16], which 
has been proved to exist in compressive sensing. 
In radar applications, the amplitude and phase information of 
the radar echoes is important for the subsequent processing. We 
take the relative root-mean-squared amplitude error and the 
root-mean-squared phase error as, respectively, 
 2
2
ErrAmp=
Ψν Ψν
Ψν
  
   (59) 
    
2
1ErrPhase= Arg Arg
N
Ψν Ψν    (60) 
to evaluate the amplitude and phase reconstruction 
performance. In Fig.11 and Fig.12, we give the variations of the 
amplitude and phase reconstruction errors (ErrAmp and 
ErrPhase) of the radar echoes as the sparsity level K  and the 
bandwidth csB , respectively. It is seen that both the ErrAmp 
and the ErrPhase increase as the sparsity level K  increases and 
decrease as the bandwidth csB  increases. As the ISNR 
increases, these errors decrease. The effects of the sparsity level 
K  and bandwidth csB  are the same as those on the RSNR in 
Fig.10. 
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Fig.11 The amplitude and phase reconstruction errors versus the sparsity 
levels K  for 10csB MHz . (a) Relative amplitude error, (b) Phase error. 
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(b)  
Fig.12 The amplitude and phase reconstruction errors versus the 
bandwidth csB  for 10K  . (a) Relative amplitude error, (b) Phase error. 
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D. Signal Reconstruction in Practical Radar Scenarios 
In practical scenarios, the time-delays  kt  of the radar 
echoes may not sit exactly on the Nyquist sampling grids 
 0 0, , N   as that assumed in Section II, and in fact, they are 
randomly distributed in the observation interval T . Then the 
real radar echoes will deviate from the assumed model. The 
deviation is caused by the basis mismatch [17] and will 
degenerate the reconstruction performance. In this subsection, 
we simulate the effects of the basis mismatch on the QuadCS 
system. To save the space, we still show the simulation results 
for the LFM signals. 
In the simulations, the time delays kt  (1 k K  ) of the radar 
echoes are randomly set in the observation interval 
 0.01 ,10.24s s  . And an additive, bandlimited, white 
Gaussian noise is also included in the received waveform. For 
the LFM signal with parameters in Part A of this section, the 
sampling grids consist of  0.01 ,0.02 ,0.03 , ,10.24s s s s    .  
In Fig.13, we display the waveforms of the received 
baseband signal, the compressive envelope and the 
reconstructed results. In the simulation, it is assumed that the 
received signal contains only one target signal at the time-delay 
5.005 s (between the Nyquist sampling grids 5.00 s  and 
5.01 s ) with ISNR=10dB. In comparison with Fig.8, it is seen 
that the reconstructed error becomes large, especially at the 
rising and falling edges of the LFM pulse. It is also noted from 
Fig.13(c) that although the largest coefficient is found, there are 
some small coefficients around the largest one. That is to say, 
the target signal can not be well modeled by a dictionary basis 
because of the off-grid delay. These small coefficients 
correspond to the false targets in the target detection. In Fig.14, 
we demonstrate the RSNR of the QuadCS system as the 
variations of the number of targets K  and the bandwidth csB , 
respectively. In comparison with Fig.10, we can find that the 
RSNR decreases greatly (4dB for ISNR=5dB and 6dB for 
ISNR=10dB) because of the basis mismatch. That is, the 
mismatch will introduce the large reconstruction errors. 
However, the RSNR still decreases by 3dB for every octave 
increase in the number of targets K  and increases by 3dB for 
every octave increase in the bandwidth csB . 
However, the RSNR loss has little effect on estimating the 
target positions from the point of view of the time-delay 
estimation. We take the hit rate [38] as a metric to evaluate the 
performance of the time-delay estimation. A “hit” is defined as 
a time-delay estimate which falls into the interval  ,k kt t    , 
where kt  is the actual time-delay and   is a small positive 
constant. Thus, the hit rate is the ratio of the number of “hit” 
estimates to the total number of targets. In the simulation, we 
take the K  largest nonzero coefficients falling in the 
corresponding interval  ,k kt t     as a hit. The   is set as 3 
times the Nyquist sampling grid. The hit rate performance 
under different sparsity levels and bandwidth is shown in 
Fig.15. As a comparison, the hit rate for the radar echoes with 
the time-delays sitting on the grids is also given. It is seen that 
the hit rate performance of the off-grid targets almost 
approaches to that of the on-grid targets under the different 
bandwidth and small number of the targets. As the number of 
the targets increases, the false targets increase and therefore, the 
performance gets poor. With these time-delay estimates, the 
target echo reconstruction can be further improved by using the 
grid refinement algorithms [39,40]. 
VII.  CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 
As a new paradigm to generate RF receiver architectures that 
can capture a sparse or compressible wide-band signal 
    
(a) 
 
 (b) 
 
 
(c) 
 
Fig.13 The input baseband components (a), compressive measurements 
(b) and the reconstructed signals (c) of the QuadCS system with one target 
echo at the time-delay 5.005 s  (ISNR=10dB). 
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environment, the analog-to-information conversion has 
attracted wide attention in industry and academia. Different 
A2I techniques have been suggested with different applications 
and different implementation considerations. Our contribution 
in this area is the quadrature compressive sampling with 
application to the low rate sampling of radar echoes. Binding 
two well-developed techniques, random demodulator and 
quadrature sampling, the QuadCS utilizes the a priori 
information of the radar transmitting signals and allows a direct 
low-rate acquisition of the I and Q components, which can not 
be realized by any other related techniques. As we have shown, 
the proposed QuadCS is valid and effective for low-rate 
sampling of radar signals. Although the theoretical analyses 
and simulations are conducted for pulsed radar signals, with 
slight setting of the dictionary, the QuadCS is also applicable to 
other types of radio signals. 
 There are a number of interesting areas of investigation left 
for future research. Here we suggest three application-related 
aspects. One is the circuit implementation of the QuadCS 
system and its performance test. As we have noted, the QuadCS 
system is a cascade of the random demodulation and the 
quadrature sampling system. Then it is convenient to 
implement it by the off-the-shelf components. However, the 
calibration techniques should be developed to take into account 
of the clock jitter, the filter imperfections and other 
non-idealities. The design and circuit implementation of the 
QuadCS system are under investigation. 
Another one is the subsequent signal processing to extract 
the information from the data provided by the QuadCS system. 
With the reconstructed signals, the information extraction can 
be done under the conventional processing framework. 
However, the clutter, interference and the basis mismatch will 
degenerate the reconstruction performance and thus robust 
reconstruction methods should be developed. The recently 
developed compressive signal processing [41], which directly 
processes the compressive measurements, provides us a new 
processing framework with the QuadCS system.  
The third one is the reconstruction of full range data at the 
Nyquist rate. For large pulse repetition interval, the dictionary 
size N  will be large. Then the storage of the measurement 
matrix and the computational cost will be prohibitively large. 
This is an inherent problem in the CS non-adaptive 
reconstruction. The problem has gotten attention. One way to 
solve this problem is to employ the streaming signal 
reconstruction algorithms, which can recover the full range data 
by sequence, as done in [42,43]. Another way is to exploit the 
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Fig.14 (a) RSNR versus the number of targets K  for 10csB MHz , and 
(b) RSNR versus the bandwidth csB  for 10K  . 
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Fig.15 (a) The hit rate versus the number of targets K  for 10csB MHz , 
and (b) the hit rate versus the bandwidth csB  for 10K  . 
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inherent structure of the dictionary to develop specific 
reconstruction algorithms. For the pulsed radar signals, the 
length of the dictionary basis is much shorter than that of the 
compressive measurements and then the measurement matrix 
will be block-banded. With the block-banded matrix, the matrix 
storage and the computational cost can be greatly reduced. 
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Appendix 
A. Proof of Lemma 1 
The proof of Lemma 1 follows the guidelines in [26,32,33]. 
The basic idea is based on concentration inequalities for 
Lipschitz functions of random variables [26,32]. Note that 
2 2
22
ˆE    Mν ν   since Hˆ ˆE N   M M I . Then it is enough to show 
that 
2
2
Mˆν  concentrates around its expected value 22ν . For the 
linear measurement Mˆ , we can assume that 
2
1ν . 
Note that ˆ ˆ ˆM RPY  where  ˆ ˆ N Nlnp  P   is a random 
circulant matrix with    1 2ˆ ˆln p Np N c l n  , where  ˆpc k  is 
the DFT of the sequence   0 1 1, , , N    . Define 
 T0 1 1, , , N   p  . Let us first express 22Mˆν  as the function of 
p . With the definition of Pˆ  in (35), the row vector ˆ mp  
( 1,2, ,m N  ) of Pˆ  can be represented as: 
 11ˆ ˆ mm p p D   (A.1) 
where D  is the row shifting matrix: 
 
1
1
1
       
D
   (A.2) 
By (35), we have 
 T 1 21ˆ N p BFp   (A.3) 
where N NlkF    F    is the N -dimensional discrete Fourier 
matrix with  exp 2lkF j lk N  , and 
 
1
1
1
       
B    (A.4) 
Define the set       2 1, 2 2, , 2N M N M N M       . 
With the definition of R  in (34), 2
2
Mˆν  can be written as 
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  (A.5) 
where M N U   is given as 
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  (A.6) 
with   2im N M i    ( 1,2, ,i M  ). 
Next, let     1 2
22
ˆf MN   p Mν U BFp  . For a fixed ν , 
we prove that  f p  is a Lipschitz function of the random 
vector p . For two independent realizations 1p  and 2p  of p , 
we have: 
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  (A.7) 
since 1 2
2
NBF . Note that U  is a submatrix of the matrix  ˆC Yν  . Thus,  2 2ˆ    νU C Yν   . Then  f p  is a 
1 2M  ν -Lipschitz function of p . 
Finally, we use the concentration property of Lipschitz 
functions [26, 32] to derive the CoM inequality (39). Since each 
element of p  is an i.i.d. Bernoulli random variable, then by the 
Theorem 6.6 of [33], we have the following result: 
       2 24exp 16 0ff m M       νp    (A.8) 
where fm  is the median of  f p  satisfying 
      1 1
2 2f f
f m and f m   p p    (A.9) 
Since   2 2
2
ˆ fMν p , the median of 2
2
Mˆν  is equal to 2fm . 
For a given 0  ,    ff m  p  will result in 
2
2
2
ˆ
fm  Mν . Thus, we have: 
      
2 2
2
2
ˆ
4exp 16
f fm f m
M
 
 
    
  ν
Mν p

 
  (A.10) 
By the Proposition 1.8 in [26], (A.10) leads to the following 
result: 
    2 202ˆ 1 4exp 16M        νMν    (A.11) 
where 
  2 20
0
4exp 16 64M d M    

   ν ν    (A.12) 
Or, equivalently for 264 M  ν , we have 
    2 4 22ˆ 1 4 exp 16e M      νMν    (A.13) 
As a result, for the general vector Nν  , we have 
    2 2 2 4 22 22ˆ 4 exp 16e M      νMν ν ν      (A.14) 
Since 0 1  , it is required that 264 1M ν . As a result, we 
have 264M  ν .■ 
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B. Proof of Lemma 2 
For the simplicity of analysis, we also focus on ν  with 
2
1ν . 
Firstly, we determine an upper bound of  ν  for any 
K -sparse ν . Note that  ˆC Yν   is a circulant matrix, which can 
be factorized as: 
    1 1 2 H Hˆ ˆN diag N C Yν F F Yν F       (B.1) 
Thus,  ν  equals to the largest amplitude of 1 2 H ˆN  F Yν  , i.e., 
 
1 2 H
1 2 H
21 2 1 2 H 1 2 1 2 H
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ ˆmax max
i i
i
i i ii ii
N
N v
K N v K N
 



 
 


 


ν F Yν
F y
F y F y
  

 
 (B.2) 
where ˆ iy  denotes the i th column of Yˆ . Since Yˆ  is 
orthogonormal, 
2
ˆ 1i y  and then 
 H 1 2ˆmax ii N F y   (B.3) 
Thus, 
 1 2K ν   (B.4) 
Then by Lemma 1, for any fixed K -sparse ν , we have 
      22 2 42 22ˆ1 1 1 4 exp 16e M K        ν Mν ν      (B.5) 
with 64K M  . 
Now, we generalize the result of (B.5) to any K -sparse 
ν V . Define       T1 , 2 , , Ni i i ie e e N e    with 
   1
0i
i j
e j
i j
  
  (B.6) 
For any ν V , ν  can be represented as i ii vν e   with 
2 1ii v   . Then 
 
2 2
2 2
22
,
2
ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ ˆ,
i ii
i ji i i j i ji i j
v
v v v

 

 

 
Mν M e
Me Me Me
 
  
  (B.7) 
Note that 
 2 2
2 2
ˆ ˆ,
1 ˆ ˆ
2 2 2
i j
i j i j
      
Me Me
e e e e
M M
  (B.8) 
By applying (B.5), we can establish the CoM inequalities for 
the vectors ie , ( ) / 2i je e  and ( ) / 2i je e , i.e., 
 
    
   
2
2
4
ˆ1 1
1 4 exp 16 64
i
e M M
 
 
   
   
Me 
  (B.9) 
 
   
   
2
2
4
ˆ1 1
2
1 4 exp 32 128
i j
e M M
 
 
        
   
e e
M 
  (B.10) 
 
   
   
2
2
4
ˆ1 1
2
1 4 exp 32 128
i j
e M M
 
 
        
   
e e
M 
  (B.11) 
According to (B.9)~(B.11), we define the following events: 
  22ˆ1 1 ,        Mν ν V    (B.12) 
              22ˆB 1 1i iK K i      Me  (B.13) 
     
2
2
ˆC 1 1 , ,
2
i j
ij K K i j i j 
           
e e
M   (B.14) 
     
2
2
ˆD 1 1 , ,
2
i j
ij K K i j i j 
           
e e
M   (B.15) 
with 
   4B 1 4 exp 16i e M K   ,     4,C 1 4 exp 32i j e M K   .    4,D 1 4 exp 32i j e M K   . 
Our aim is to derive the probability  A  based on  Bi ,  Cij  and  Dij . Combing (B.13)~(B.15) with (B.7), we can 
derive the following result: 
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 
2 2
,
2
,
2
ˆ 1
1
1
1
i ji i ji i j
i ji j
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 
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

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 

  (B.16) 
Similarly, we can also derive that 
 
2
2
ˆ 1  Mν   (B.17) 
(B.16) and (B.17) demonstrate that the 2
2
ˆ1 1    Mν  
holds for any ν V  when (B.13)~(B.15) are satisfied. As a 
result, the probability  A  can be derived from  Bi ,  Cij  and  Dij : 
   
 
     
         
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, , , ,
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4 2
B C D
1 B C D
1 B C D
1 B 1 C 1 D
1 8 exp 32
i ij ij
i i j i j i j i j
c c c
i ij ij
i i j i j i j i j
c c c
i j i ji ij iji i j i j
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i ij ijK K K K K
e K M 
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              
              
   
     
  
  
    
    
 

  
  
 K
  (B.18) 
where 128K M  . We prove the results of Lemma 2. ■ 
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